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Bulk	Observables:	p~<pt>,T	
~	99%	of	detected	parOcles	
Mul7plici7es	
Thermal	dileptons	&	direct	photons	
Asymmetries,	correla7ons,	fluctua7ons	
	

Collec7ve	behavior	of	the	medium	
Ini7al	condi7ons:	T,	ε,	μ	
Thermaliza7on	and	hydrodynamics	
	

Hard	Probes:	p	>>	<pt>,T	
~	1%	of	detected	parOcles	
Fast	quarks	and	gluons	
Jet	quenching	
Quarkonia	dissocia7on	
	

Medium	tomography	&	diagnosis	
Interpreta7on	requires	“vacuum”	
(p+p)	and	“cold	nuclear”	(p+Pb)	
data	at	the	same	energy	

Goal	of	HIC	experiments:	Study	hot	and	dense	QCD	maYer	
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Status of Heavy Ions:

 2

● HI programme: QCD at extreme conditions of T & ρ.
● Current status: matter created at RHIC and the LHC, with energy
densities > those expected in lattice QCD for deconfinement/χSBR,

1) Shows collective features
in the soft sector that are 
well described by relativistic 
hydrodynamics if applied very 
early (≾ 1 fm/c) after the 
collision, suggesting ≈ 
equilibration.

2) Is very opaque to
energetic partons/particles 
traversing it: strong 
modification of the yield of 
hard probes like high-pT 
particles, jets, quarkonia.
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Bulk	Observables:	p~<pt>,T	
~	99%	of	detected	parOcles	
	

	
•  collec7ve	features	in	the	soZ	sector		
•  well	described	by	rela7vis7c	

hydrodynamics	if	applied	very	early	
(≾	1	fm/c)	aZer	the	collision	

•  equilibra7on?	

Hard	Probes:	p	>>	<pt>,T	
~	1%	of	detected	parOcles	
	

	
•  very	opaque	to	energe7c	

partons	or	par7cles	traversing		
•  modifica7on	of	the	yield	of	

hard	probes	like	high-pT	
par7cles,	jets,	quarkonia	

Status	of	Heavy	Ions			

Current	status:	maYer	created	in	AA	at	RHIC	and	LHC,	with	energy	densi7es	
																											larger	than	those	expected	in	la`ce	QCD	for	deconfinement=>QGP	
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Hot	QCD	ma^er:		
This	is	where	we	expect	
the	QGP	to	be	created	
in	central	collisions	

QCD	baseline:		
This	is	the	baseline		
for	“standard”	QCD	
phenomena	

Cold	QCD	ma^er:		
This	is	to	isolate	
nuclear	effects	in	
absence	of	QGP,	e.g.	
nuclear	pdfs	

Old	paradigm:	the	three	systems	(understanding	before	2012)					
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New	paradigm:	small	systems	
Totally	unexpected:		

	the	discovery	of	correla7ons	–ridge,	flow-	in	small	systems	pA	&	pp	
•  Smooth	con7nua7on	of	heavy	ion	phenomena	to	small	systems	and	low	density		
•  Small	systems	as	pA	and	pp	show	QGP-like	features	
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New	paradigm:	small	systems	
Totally	unexpected:		

	the	discovery	of	correla7ons	–ridge,	flow-	in	small	systems	pA	&	pp	
•  Smooth	con7nua7on	of	heavy	ion	phenomena	to	small	systems	and	low	density		
•  Small	systems	as	pA	and	pp	show	QGP-like	features	
	
Two	serious	contenders	remain	today:		

•  ini7al	state:	quantum	correla7ons	as	calculated	by	CGC		
•  final	state:	interac7ons	leading	to	collec7ve	flow	described	with	

hydrodynamics	=>	equilibra7on?	
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Two	serious	contenders	remain	today:		

•  ini7al	state:	quantum	correla7ons	as	calculated	by	CGC		
•  final	state:	interac7ons	leading	to	collec7ve	flow	described	with	

hydrodynamics	=>	equilibra7on?	

The	old	paradigm	that		
•  we	study	hot	&	dense	maYer	proper7es	in	heavy	ion	AA	collisions	
•  cold	nuclear	maYer	modifica7ons	in	pA	
•  and	we	use	pp	primarily	as	comparison	data 		appears	no	longer	sensible	
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The	old	paradigm	that		
•  we	study	hot	&	dense	maYer	proper7es	in	heavy	ion	AA	collisions	
•  cold	nuclear	maYer	modifica7ons	in	pA	
•  and	we	use	pp	primarily	as	comparison	data 		appears	no	longer	sensible	

	
We	should	examine	a	new	paradigm,	where	the	physics	underlying	soZ	collec7ve	
signals	can	be	the	same	in	all	high	energy	reac7ons,	from	e+e−	to	central	AA	
	

It	becomes	fundamental	to	have	access	to	ep	&	eA	collisions		
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We	do	not	have	a		QUANTITATIVE	
understanding	of	the	nuclear	behaviour	

What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		
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The	colliding	objects	
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Dense	regime:	lack	of	
informa7on	about	
	

•  small-x	partons	
•  correla7ons	
•  transverse	structure	



	ep	and	eA:		
•  nuclear	WF	&	PDFs			
•  mechanism	of	

par7cle	produc7on	
•  tomography	

We	do	not	have	a		QUANTITATIVE	
understanding	of	the	nuclear	behaviour	

What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		

The	colliding	objects	
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We	do	not	have	a		QUANTITATIVE	
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What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		

The	colliding	objects	 Early	stages	
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Par7cle	produc7on	at	the		
very	beginning:		
	

•  Which	factoriza7on?	
•  How	can	a	system	behave	

as	isotropised	so	fast?	

Dense	regime:	lack	of	
informa7on	about	
	

•  small-x	partons	
•  correla7ons	
•  transverse	structure	



	ep	and	eA:		
•  nuclear	WF	&	PDFs			
•  mechanism	of	

par7cle	produc7on	
•  tomography	

We	do	not	have	a		QUANTITATIVE	
understanding	of	the	nuclear	behaviour	

What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		

ep	and	eA:		
•  ini7al	condi7ons	for	plasma	

forma7on	
•  how	small	can	a	system	be	

and	s7ll	show	collec7vity?	

required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		

The	colliding	objects	 Early	stages	
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The	colliding	objects	 Early	stages	 Analyzing	the	medium	
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Par7cle	produc7on	at	the		
very	beginning:		
	

•  Which	factoriza7on?	
•  How	can	a	system	behave	

as	isotropised	so	fast?	

Probing	the	medium	through		
energe7c	par7cles:	
	

•  Dynamical	mechanisms	for	
opacity		

•  How	to	extract	accurately	
medium	parameters?	

Dense	regime:	lack	of	
informa7on	about	
	

•  small-x	partons	
•  correla7ons	
•  transverse	structure	
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•  tomography	

We	do	not	have	a		QUANTITATIVE	
understanding	of	the	nuclear	behaviour	

What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		

ep	and	eA:		
•  ini7al	condi7ons	for	plasma	

forma7on	
•  how	small	can	a	system	be	

and	s7ll	show	collec7vity?	

ep	and	eA:		
•  modifica7on	of	radia7on	and	

hadroniza7on	in	the	nuclear	
medium	

•  ini7al	effects	on	hard	probes	

required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		

The	colliding	objects	 Early	stages	 Analyzing	the	medium	
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The	colliding	objects:	nuclear	PDFs	in	heavy	ions	

assuming	collinear	factoriza7on	
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•  Parton	densi7es	in	nuclei	are	modified	
						Bound	nucleon	≠	free	nucleon	
	

•  Nuclear	PDF	assumed	to	be	factorizable	
in	terms	of	the	nucleon	PDFs		

•  If	nuclear	effects	at	play 	 						≠	1	 			



The	colliding	objects:	nuclear	PDFs	in	heavy	ions	

assuming	collinear	factoriza7on	
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•  Parton	densi7es	in	nuclei	are	modified	
						Bound	nucleon	≠	free	nucleon	
	

•  Nuclear	PDF	assumed	to	be	factorizable	
in	terms	of	the	nucleon	PDFs		

Lack	of	data:	
•  large	uncertain7es	for	the	nuclear	

PDFs	at	small	scales	and	x	
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•  Nuclear	PDF	assumed	to	be	factorizable	
in	terms	of	the	nucleon	PDFs		

Lack	of	data:	
•  large	uncertain7es	for	the	nuclear	

PDFs	at	small	scales	and	x	
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Fig. 12: Rapidity dependence of the nuclear modificatin factor RpPb of prompt J/y production in pPb col-
lisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, where the uncertainty bands represent the nuclear PDF uncertainty only. The

comparison between our results and the measurements by LHCb [21], ALICE [24, 22] and ATLAS [28] are
given.
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•  Problem	for	benchmarking	in	
HIC	in	order	to	extract	medium	
parameters	

J/ψ		
in	pPb@5	TeV		



The	colliding	objects:	nuclear	PDFs	in	heavy	ions	

assuming	collinear	factoriza7on	
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•  Parton	densi7es	in	nuclei	are	modified	
						Bound	nucleon	≠	free	nucleon	
	

•  Nuclear	PDF	assumed	to	be	factorizable	
in	terms	of	the	nucleon	PDFs		

Lack	of	data:	
•  large	uncertain7es	for	the	nuclear	

PDFs	at	small	scales	and	x	
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Fig. 12: Rapidity dependence of the nuclear modificatin factor RpPb of prompt J/y production in pPb col-
lisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, where the uncertainty bands represent the nuclear PDF uncertainty only. The

comparison between our results and the measurements by LHCb [21], ALICE [24, 22] and ATLAS [28] are
given.
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J/ψ		
in	pPb@5	TeV		

•  Problem	for	benchmarking	in	
HIC	in	order	to	extract	medium	
parameters	



nPDFs		collec7on	
Several	nPDF	sets	available	(using	various	data,	LO/NLO,	etc)	 		 Nestor	Armesto	
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Nuclear	PDFs	at	present	

The	EPPS16	errorbands	at	Q2	=	1.69	GeV2	
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The	improvement	aZer	adding	the	LHeC	pseudodata	at	Q2	=	1.69	GeV2		

Nuclear	PDFs	with	LHeC	pseudodata		
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Nuclear	PDFs	with	LHeC	pseudodata		

The	improvement	aZer	adding	the	LHeC	pseudodata	at	Q2	=	10	GeV2		
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At	an	ep/eA	collider:	

•  DIS	theore7cally	much	cleaner	

•  PDF	of	a	single	nucleus	possible,	no	need	of	ra7os	as	for	pA	

•  Same	method	of	extrac7on	in	both	ep	and	eA	
	

What we need:

 6

● We need ep and eA:
➜ To unravel linear/non-linear 
dynamics at small x (ep).
➜ To establish genuine 
nuclear effects, p as reference.
➜ To disentangle density 
(saturation?) from energy 
(linear resummation?) effects.
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● We need energy:
➜ To determine the partonic structure 
(nPDFs, transverse profiles) and the 
validity of factorisation for hh/AA.
➜ To completely unfold nuclear structure 
as in the proton (Pb/Au PDFs, not ratios): 
NC+CC, heavy flavours,…
➜ To have lever arm in Q2 at low x.
➜ To explore rarer hard probes (jets, W/
Z, tops @ HL/HE-LHC, H @ FCC).

Nuclear	PDFs:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
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At	an	ep/eA	collider:	

•  DIS	theore7cally	much	cleaner	

•  PDF	of	a	single	nucleus	possible,	no	need	of	ra7os	as	for	pA	

•  Same	method	of	extrac7on	in	both	ep	and	eA	
	

•  Four	orders	of	magnitude	increase	in	
kinema7c	range	over	previous	DIS	
experiments		

⇒  can	change	QCD	view	of	the	structure		
						of	nuclear	maYer	
⇒  physics	beyond	standard	collinear	

factoriza7on	can	be	studied	in	a	single	
setup	
•  size	effects	disentangled	 	 			

from	energy	effects	

	

What we need:
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● We need ep and eA:
➜ To unravel linear/non-linear 
dynamics at small x (ep).
➜ To establish genuine 
nuclear effects, p as reference.
➜ To disentangle density 
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(linear resummation?) effects.
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● We need energy:
➜ To determine the partonic structure 
(nPDFs, transverse profiles) and the 
validity of factorisation for hh/AA.
➜ To completely unfold nuclear structure 
as in the proton (Pb/Au PDFs, not ratios): 
NC+CC, heavy flavours,…
➜ To have lever arm in Q2 at low x.
➜ To explore rarer hard probes (jets, W/
Z, tops @ HL/HE-LHC, H @ FCC).
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Nuclear	PDFs:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		



Small	x	and	non-linear	dynamics:	satura7on	
Satura7on	is	a	
density	effect:	

•  small	x	(high	energy)	
•  increase	A	or	centrality	
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Small	x	and	non-linear	dynamics:	satura7on	

•  radia7on	as	x	decreases	➝	large	number	of	gluons	
•  breaks	down	at	high	densi7es	➝	non-linear	effects		

Satura7on	is	a	
density	effect:	

•  small	x	(high	energy)	
•  increase	A	or	centrality	
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Small	x	and	non-linear	dynamics:	satura7on	

•  radia7on	as	x	decreases	➝	large	number	of	gluons	
•  breaks	down	at	high	densi7es	➝	non-linear	effects		

Satura7on	is	a	
density	effect:	

	
	

Nuclear	maYer	in	this	regime:	Color	Glass	Condensate	

The	CGC	-the	weak	coupling	realisa7on	of	satura7on–	
provides	a	framework	to	compute:	
•  the	hadron/nucleus	wave	func7on	
•  the	process	of	par7cle	produc7on	at	the	collision	7me	
•  ini7al	condi7ons	for	subsequent	evolu7on	

•  small	x	(high	energy)	
•  increase	A	or	centrality	
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•  At	small	x,	alterna7ves	to	collinear	approaches	exist,	some	of	them	breaking	
collinear	factorisa7on	or	including	non-linear	dynamics	

•  Determining	the	dynamics	at	small	x	has	been	a	major	subject	at	HERA,	and	
RHIC	and	the	LHC	both	in	pp,	pA	and	AA	

•  Non-linear	resumma7on	techniques	(weak	coupling	but	nonperturba7ve	CGC)	
beYer	for	dilute-dense	systems:	pA,	eA	

	

Satura7on:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
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•  At	small	x,	alterna7ves	to	collinear	approaches	exist,	some	of	them	breaking	
collinear	factorisa7on	or	including	non-linear	dynamics	

•  Determining	the	dynamics	at	small	x	has	been	a	major	subject	at	HERA,	and	
RHIC	and	the	LHC	both	in	pp,	pA	and	AA	

•  Non-linear	resumma7on	techniques	(weak	coupling	but	nonperturba7ve	CGC)	
beYer	for	dilute-dense	systems:	pA,	eA	

•  One	would	expect	naively	that	suppression	effects	are	larger	when	going	from	
p	to	A	in	satura7on	than	in	collinear	approaches	

•  Not	necessarily:	nuclear	unitariza7on	effect	can	be	smaller	for	an	already	
unitarized	proton	input		

					=>	satura7on	due	to	the	increase	of	density	when	going	from	p	to	A	could		
										be	smaller	for	an	already	saturated	proton	input	

ep	and	eA	essen7al	

Satura7on:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
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Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-par7cle	long	range	correla7on	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	aYributed	to	final	state	interac7ons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibra7on	
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Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-par7cle	long	range	correla7on	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	aYributed	to	final	state	interac7ons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibra7on	

Also	
observed	
in	high	
mult.	
p+Pb		
	&		
p+p		
@LHC	
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Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-par7cle	long	range	correla7on	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	aYributed	to	final	state	interac7ons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibra7on	

Different	theore7cal	models	of	the	ridge:	hydrodynamic	flows,	local	hot	spots,	ini7al-state	
fluctua7ons,	parton	cascades,	glasma	flux	tubes,	glasma	turbulence	fields,	the	momentum	kick	
model,	pQCD	modeling,	etc.	

Also	
observed	
in	high	
mult.	
p+Pb		
	&		
p+p		
@LHC	
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Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-par7cle	long	range	correla7on	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	aYributed	to	final	state	interac7ons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibra7on	

	 	 	 	 	 	Two	lines	of	explana7ons:	 	 	 		
					Ini7al	state	effect	
➜	CGC:	assuming	that	the	final	state	carry	the	imprint	of	ini7al-state	correla7ons	
					Medium	effect	
➜	Coupling	to	a	flowing	medium:	hydrodynamics	at	work	already	on	pPb@LHC	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	What	about	IC?	

Different	theore7cal	models	of	the	ridge:	hydrodynamic	flows,	local	hot	spots,	ini7al-state	
fluctua7ons,	parton	cascades,	glasma	flux	tubes,	glasma	turbulence	fields,	the	momentum	kick	
model,	pQCD	modeling,	etc.	

Also	
observed	
in	high	
mult.	
p+Pb		
	&		
p+p		
@LHC	
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The	experimental	data	was	surprising:	
•	Similarity	of	experimental	data	in	pA	and	AA	collisions	

Hydro	works	well	in	AA	
	

Hydro	also	works	well	in	pA		
	

	Some	issues:	
•	Very	sensi7ve	to	the	ini7al	state	
•	Applicability	of	hydrodynamics	is			
			ques7onable	

Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	flow	
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Different	ini7al	states:	very	different	results	

MC-Glauber	
does	not	
constrain	
energy	density	
dis7stribu7on	

IP-Glasma	
constrains	
energy	density	
deposi7on.	
However,	it	does	
not	describe	vn	
in	p+Pb	
	

d+Au	

Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	flow	
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Different	ini7al	states:	very	different	results	

d+Au	

Proton	substructure	can	maYer	(effects	of	the	fluctua7ng	shape	of	the	proton)	

Early	stages:	Collec7vity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	flow	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibra7on	or	non-equilibrium	evolu7on	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibra7on	or	non-equilibrium	evolu7on	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
	
If	equilibrium	is	no	longer	a	requirement:	
	

•  this	naturally	explain	why	pp	data	on	azimuthal	correla7ons	appears	to	be	so	
similar	to	data	obtained	in	nucleus-nucleus	collisions	

•  hydrodynamics	will	generically	convert	ini7al	state	geometry	and	fluctua7ons	
into	correla7ons,	thus	making	large	and	small	systems	look	alike	

•  pushing	this	idea	even	further	would	imply	that	any	lump	of	sufficiently	high	
energy	density	could	expand	according	to	the	laws	of	hydrodynamics							
natural	consequence:	presence	of	azimuthal	correla7ons	in	e+e−	collisions?	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibra7on	or	non-equilibrium	evolu7on	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
	
If	equilibrium	is	no	longer	a	requirement:	
	

•  this	naturally	explain	why	pp	data	on	azimuthal	correla7ons	appears	to	be	so	
similar	to	data	obtained	in	nucleus-nucleus	collisions	

•  hydrodynamics	will	generically	convert	ini7al	state	geometry	and	fluctua7ons	
into	correla7ons,	thus	making	large	and	small	systems	look	alike	

•  pushing	this	idea	even	further	would	imply	that	any	lump	of	sufficiently	high	
energy	density	could	expand	according	to	the	laws	of	hydrodynamics							
natural	consequence:	presence	of	azimuthal	correla7ons	in	e+e−	collisions?	

What	about	a	non-hydro	ini7al-state	explana7on?		
•  long	range	rapidity	correla7ons	from	ini7al	state	correla7ons	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibra7on	or	non-equilibrium	evolu7on	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
	
If	equilibrium	is	no	longer	a	requirement:	
	

•  this	naturally	explain	why	pp	data	on	azimuthal	correla7ons	appears	to	be	so	
similar	to	data	obtained	in	nucleus-nucleus	collisions	

•  hydrodynamics	will	generically	convert	ini7al	state	geometry	and	fluctua7ons	
into	correla7ons,	thus	making	large	and	small	systems	look	alike	

•  pushing	this	idea	even	further	would	imply	that	any	lump	of	sufficiently	high	
energy	density	could	expand	according	to	the	laws	of	hydrodynamics							
natural	consequence:	presence	of	azimuthal	correla7ons	in	e+e−	collisions?	

What	about	a	non-hydro	ini7al-state	explana7on?		
•  long	range	rapidity	correla7ons	from	ini7al	state	correla7ons	
	

The	ideal	place	to	further	inves7gate	this:	
smaller	systems	ep	and	eA,	that	are	in	any	case	required	for	the	ini7al	condi7ons	
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Low	energy:		
hadroniza7on	in	maYer	
•  (pre)hadronic	absorp7on	
•  forma7on	7me	

High	energy:	
•  modifica7on	of	partonic	

evolu7on	

Relevant	for	par7cle	produc7on	and	QGP	analysis	in	HIC:		
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	jets	plen7ful	in	eA	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	benchmark	for	jet	quenching	studies	in	AA	

Partonic	evolu7on	and	hadroniza7on	

Ra7o	of	fragmenta7on	func7ons	Pb/p	

partonic evolution and hadronization in matter
�benchmark for jet quenching studies in AA 

!

�low energy :: hadronization in-matter :: 
(pre-)hadronic absorption :: formation times 

!

�high energy :: modification of partonic evolution

Fixed-target LHeC

jets plentiful in eA ::  
much needed benchmarking for AA 
and pA
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Other	possible	studies:	quarkonium	produc7on	

Spa7al	and	Momentum	Tomography	of	
Hadrons	and	Nuclei	
	
Gluon	TMDs	could	be	directly	probed	by	
looking	at	pT	distribu7ons	and	azimuthal	
asymmetries	in	e	p	→	e	Q	Q	̄	X	
Boer,	Lansberg,	Pisano	
	
Gluon	GPDs	
Υ	produc7on	at	an	EIC	to	determine	the	
gluon	density	transverse	spa7al	profiles	in	
a	wide	range	of	x	and	consequently	provide	
a	path	to	determine	the	gluonic	radius	of	
the	nucleon	and	the	contribu7on	of	the	
total	angular	momentum	of	gluons	to	the	
nucleon	spin	
Joosten	and	Meziani	
	

Produc7on	mechanism	and	polariza7on:	
	

polarized	J/ψ	photoproduc7on	can	be	
studied	more	precisely	and	up	to	much	
larger	values	of	pT		in	ep	@	LHeC	
⇒  test	NRQCD	factoriza7on	in										
						charmonium	physics	

	 	 	 	 	Butenschoen	Kniehl	
	
	Charmonium	WF	in	diffrac7ve	DIS	
within	the	dipole	formalism	
Cheng	et	al.		
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ep	&	eA	collisions	at	high	energy	offer	huge	possibili7es:	
	
To	provide	informa7on	about	QCD	first	principles:	
	

•  Partonic	structure	
•  New	regimes	of	QCD	
•  3D	structure	of	hadrons	and	nuclei	
•  The	role	of	gluons	in	structure	and	dynamics		
•  Dynamics	of	QCD	radia7on	and	hadroniza7on	
•  Confinement:	understand	the	emergence	of	hadrons	from	color	charge		
	
To	clarify	aspects	of	pp,	pA	and	AA	collisions	at	high	energy:	
	

•  Ini7al	condi7ons	for	macroscopic	descrip7ons	
•  Nature	of	collec7vity	
•  Thermaliza7on	
•  Extrac7on	of	parameters	of	the	medium	
•  Dis7nguish	“genuine”	QGP	effects	
•  …	

Conclusions	
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